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PAD 671 – Spring 2011
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Course Description

A key dilemma in public administration is to ensure bureaucrats are accountable to the voting public and the legislature. Ensuring accountability is even more challenging in a decentralized, networked, outsourced, federal system. Explicitly managing performance of bureaucrats and governmental agencies, and making the performance information publically available, is one key accountability tool. Furthermore, as fiscal constraints deepen, performance information can provide a more sophisticated context to the difficult decisions confronting our public officials.

This course provides a survey of major theoretical perspectives on managing performance at the organizational and individual level in the public sector. Topics to be reviewed include motivation theory, measurement methods and challenges, individual performance appraisal, and models of organizational performance. Readings reflect the multidisciplinary nature of the topic and draw from psychology, sociology, economics, and political science, in addition to public administration. By the end of the semester, students should be able to:

1. integrate theories of motivation with the political drivers and the social context of performance management activities,
2. critically evaluate the arguments in favor and against the deliberate managing of performance at the individual and organizational level,
3. appraise and critique the social context of performance management activities, and
4. discriminate between and strengths and weakness of various performance models and their appropriate application.

Text Books

• Required books are identified in the course schedule, later in the syllabus. Additional readings will be made available through the course web page on Blackboard, which can be accessed at http://bls.its.albany.edu/webct/entryPageIns.dowebct. Use the same login and password as that required for MyUAldy.
• Recommended book on APA citations:
Communication

Students are invited to ask questions in class and during office hours. Communication outside of scheduled class meetings and office hours will occur primarily over email. Students are expected to check their email every day. The best way to contact me outside of class is by email. Emails and assignments should be written in business standard English.

Grading

Student performance in the course will be determined by two components:
• Three Essays, 60% (see appendix I),
• Seminar Leadership and Participation, 40% (see appendix II).

Attendance. Attendance is required and necessary for your success in the course. Any student with 3 unexcused absences will lose 5% from their final grade. A student with more than 3 unexcused absences will have a notation placed on the transcript indicating you stopped attending class. The instructor reserves the right to drop you from the class if you have more than three absences. Absences will only be excused under certain circumstances, such as an unplanned health or family emergency, in case of religious observance, or for an authorized intercollegiate event. Documentation is required to have an absence excused.

Grading Scale. Each student’s final grade will be determined by a weighted average of the points earned. For example, assume a student earned the following grades: 90 for seminar leadership and participation, and an average of 88 on the essays. She also missed 3 classes. The student’s grade would be calculated as follows:
(90 x .4) + (88 x .6) = 89 - 5 = 84 (B). Note that she would have earned a B+ if she attended class more frequently.

A: 93 percent and above
A-: 90 to 92 percent
B+: 87-89 percent
B: 83-86 percent
B-: 80-82 percent
C+: 77-79 percent

C: 73-76 percent
C-: 70-72 percent
D+: 67-69 percent
D: 63-66 percent
D-: 62-60 percent
E: below 60 percent

Grade Appeals. Students may appeal a grade on a specific assignment within two weeks of the assignment being returned. Appeals must be submitted on paper, typed-written. In the appeal, students must identify 1) the specific issue you believe should be reconsidered and 2) evidence from the assigned readings and/or lectures that would indicate your original answer is worthy of a higher grade. Be aware that your grade may go up, down, or remain the same as a result of your appeal.
Academic Honesty. Academic honesty is something your professor takes very seriously. Cheating in any form will not be tolerated. Students are required to be familiar with the university’s academic honesty policies; ignorance is not an excuse for dishonest behavior. In all cases of cheating, a Violation of Academic Integrity Report will be submitted to the Dean of Graduate Studies to be placed in your university file, with copies provided to you, the department head, and the Dean of Rockefeller College. Additional penalties may include some combination of the following: revision and re-submission of the assignment, reduction of the grade or failure of the assignment, reduction of the course grade or failure of the course, filing of a case with the Office of Conflict Resolution and Civic Responsibility, or expulsion.

Other Course Policies

• It is your instructor’s goal to conduct class in an environment that is welcoming to all perspectives. Please treat your fellow students with the respect you would want to receive.

• Students with needs consistent with the Americans with Disability Act should inform the instructor during the first week of class so that reasonable accommodations can be made.

• This syllabus serves as a general outline. The instructor reserves the right to deviate from the plan if necessary. Students will be notified promptly of any modifications.

• Arrive to class on time. Arriving late is disruptive to both the instructor and your classmates.

• Turn off all electronic devices during class. If there is an emergency which requires you to leave the electronic device on during class, notify your instructor before class begins.

Course Schedule

1/19 Course Introduction

1/26 Motivation from the Perspective of Social Psychology

2/2 Motivation from the Perspective of Economics
Please read in this order:

(cont. on next page)

2/9 Motivation from the Perspective of Public Management

2/16 Central Concepts in Individual Performance Appraisal

2/23 No class!

3/2 The Social Context of Individual Performance Appraisal

Essay #1 Due

3/9 Measuring Performance

3/16 Performance Management within a Social Context

3/23 Evaluating the Costs and Benefits of Performance Management

3/30 Overview of Assessing Organizational Performance

Essay #2 Due
4/6 Getting Performance out of the ‘Black Box’ of Management
Please read their first two articles before you read the others.


4/13 Achieving Performance through Multi-Level Governance


4/20 No class!

4/27 Modeling Management Capacity for Performance


5/4 Essay #3 due, to be submitted electronically only. No class scheduled.
Appendix I: Essays

Due Dates
Essay 1: March 2
Essay 2: March 30
Essay 3: May 4

Overview. To assess your understanding of the course material and your ability to synthesize it, students will write three essays during the semester. Additional details about the exact questions and formatting will be distributed separately.

Grading. In general, submissions will be assessed according to 1) the degree to which the student answered the question in a sophisticated manner, 2) the degree to which the student illustrates a complete understanding of the course material, 3) overall organization and professionalism of the paper, and 4) the degree to which formatting and citation guidelines are followed. Each individual essay will be weighted equally in calculating the grade at the end of the semester.

Submission of papers. Each part of the assignment is due at the beginning of class on the designated date. Electronic versions of the paper are to be submitted via the SafeAssign function in Blackboard before class. Paper copies are to be submitted at the beginning of class. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure the electronic file is readable and not corrupted. Please note: once you hit the submit button in SafeAssign, you cannot go back and submit a different version. Late assignments will not be accepted, except in the case of an unforeseen health or family emergency.

Citations. Include a bibliography when necessary. In-text citations and the bibliography should be formatted in APA style. See the recommended APA Handbook for assistance in using APA style or other on-line help sheets such as:
http://library.albany.edu/usered/cite/apaw-header.pdf
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/
http://www.library.cornell.edu/resrch/citmanage/apa
http://www.libs.uga.edu/ref/apastyle.pdf

Formatting. The length of each assignment will be specified when the details are distributed separately. Papers are to be formatted with one-inch margins, Times New Roman 12 point font and pages are to be numbered. Each paper should begin with a 200-word informational abstract summarizing the major points of your argument and your conclusion.

Pages are to be stapled together. Please do not use plastic report covers. Neither cover pages nor the bibliography counts towards page length. Tables and figures can be provided if necessary to support your arguments; they should be placed at the end of the paper and do not count towards the page length.
Appendix II: Seminar Leadership and Participation

Students are expected to both participate in and lead discussion of the assigned course material. To enable this, weekly seminars will be structured in two parts. First, the instructor will briefly introduce the topic, discuss its significance and contributions to the study of performance management and public administration. At various points throughout the seminar discussion, the instructor may also interject to clarify definitions, pose as devil’s advocate to help the group identify issues, focus points of dispute, etc.

Second, the majority of discussions will be led by individual students, assigned in advance. The responsibilities of seminar leaders include identifying central concepts and arguments of the readings, offering thoughts and asking questions to stimulate discussions, and helping to integrate ideas across readings and courses. Leaders should not spend the entire session lecturing; instead the discussion should be structured to allow for discussion, exchange, debate, brainstorming, etc. Before each seminar, leaders are required to do two things.

A) The leader of each seminar is to **prepare an overview of the readings** assigned for that session. The overview is to be **no longer than 5 pages** in length. Leaders can decide how they want to structure the overview: as a well-organized essay, an outline, unique abstracts of each chapter or journal article, etc. Importantly, **the overview is to include both summary and analysis. The overview is to be emailed to your classmates and your instructor before class.**

B) The leader of each seminar must **send a discussion outline to the instructor no later than 2pm on the Tuesday before the scheduled class session.** This will allow the instructor to provide feedback on the structure of the session, and ensure you are well-prepared and well-organized so we have a productive discussion.

A successful seminar requires wide participation. Each member of the seminar has a responsibility to contribute to the scholarly exchange during class sessions. As a result, it is expected that all participants will complete readings on schedule and be prepared to regularly comment on and assist in the analysis of the literature and the issues being discussed.

To facilitate discussion, students are required to **post one comment each week on Blackboard, no later than 2pm on the Tuesday before the scheduled class session,** so that the entire class can see your ideas and be prepared for the discussion. Importantly, the **commentaries should not be summaries** of the reading. Comments can focus on something you find interesting, surprising, disagree with, etc. Additionally, comments may “connect the dots” between assigned readings. Questions can indicate a topic you find confusing and why you are unclear on the matter. Generally, comments should be written in complete sentences and should be a minimum of 4 sentences in length.

Your grade for leadership and participation will be determined by:
1. the degree to which student-led discussions are well-prepared, address the central issues of the readings, and are structured to facilitate lively discussions (30%),
2. the quality of the written overviews provided by seminar leaders (20%),
3. the degree to which a student’s in-class participation demonstrates good preparation and contributes to the scholarly exchange of ideas (40%), and
4. the thoughtfulness of weekly commentaries (10%).
Appendix III: Additional Readings

Students wishing to read more on performance management and related issues may find the following books, web pages, and topics useful in their research.

Books (in alphabetical order)


Topics
- Pay-for-performance in the public sector
- Performance-based budgeting
- Evidence-based management, especially in health care
- Government Performance and Results Act and the Program Assessment Rating Tool
Web Pages


- The Performance Management, Measurement and Information project (PMMI) in the United Kingdom seeks to provide assistance to local government councils.  [http://www.idea-knowledge.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=76209](http://www.idea-knowledge.gov.uk/idk/core/page.do?pageId=76209)

- “Outcome Management for Nonprofit Organizations” is a series of free guidebooks prepared by the Urban Institute in Washington, D.C.  [http://www.urban.org/template.cfm?navmenuid=554&Template=/TaggedContent/NonprofitManagement.cfm](http://www.urban.org/template.cfm?navmenuid=554&Template=/TaggedContent/NonprofitManagement.cfm)

- Performance Management for Government is a website sponsored by the Government Accounting Standards Board. It offers free research report and case studies.  [http://www.seagov.org/index.shtml](http://www.seagov.org/index.shtml)


- The Straphangers Campaign is a program of the New York Public Interest Research Group that collects and publishes rider evaluations of the New York City subways.  [http://www.straphangers.org/](http://www.straphangers.org/)

- The United Way’s Outcome Measurement Resource Network  provides outcome measurement knowledge and resources. They have developed accountability measures and procedures for use in agencies providing health, youth and family services.  [http://national.unitedway.org/outcomes/](http://national.unitedway.org/outcomes/)


I wish to thank Larry'OToole (University of Georgia), Don Moynihan (University of Wisconsin, Madison), and Dennis Smith (New York University) for their assistance in the design of this course. Portions of their syllabi were used here.